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Abstract—Semantic linking has a potential to enrich
the audiovisual experience for users of television or radio
broadcast archives. Recently, automatic semantic linking,
has received increased attention, especially as second screen
applications for television broadcasts are emerging. Semantic
linking for radio broadcasts can enrich radio listening experi-
ence in a similar manner in combination with second screen-
like applications. While the development of such applications
is gaining popularity, little is known about the information
in a radio program that may be interesting for link creation
from a user perspective. We conducted a user study on
semantic linking for radio broadcasts in order to know what
information users regard as suitable anchors and what kind
of information they like as targets. We found that users
often regard topic and person as the best link anchors in the
program. Additionally, we found that frequency and timing
of information elements in a radio program do not dominate
the users selection of anchors. Furthermore, we found that
there is a low agreement among users on regarding certain
information elements as anchors. For practical reasons the
study is conducted with 10 minutes of radio broadcast
material of a particular program type, and with a total of 22
participants. The insights gained in the user study will help
the understanding of user perspectives on semantic linking
in the audio domain.

Keywords-user study; linking audiovisual archives; multi-
media semantics;

I. INTRODUCTION

Audiovisual content is increasingly consumed through

handheld devices such as smart-phones or tablets. Such

devices are also used for second screen applications to

enhance the viewing experience of broadcast program.

Second screen applications present content related to the

broadcast program on the main (television) screen via the

second screen (smart-phones, tablets, etc.). This emerging

trend of using multiple devices for consuming audiovisual

content opens an opportunity for enriching the radio

listening experience as well. A simple example scenario is

the listening to radio broadcasts on smart phones. A radio

listening experience can be enriched by allowing users to

explore content that is related to whatever element they

select from the radio broadcast. The related content could

be background information, for example from Wikipedia,

or sources that are otherwise related. This functionality

requires the linking of source information (information

they hear in the radio program) to target information

(additional or background information) from other infor-

mation sources (see Figure 1). Such links can be generated

Figure 1. An example sketch of linking in radio program, showing links
to additional background information on spoken content. Information
links pops-up briefly whenever certain names or topics are spoken in the
program.

automatically, in case of live broadcasts preferably in real-

time. Radio linking is an instantiation of what is generally

called semantic linking, and which has gained a lot of

attention recently in the audiovisual content retrieval and

linking research community [1], [2], [3].

Typically, a link connects an “anchor” (information

source) to a “target” (information destination). In the

context of radio broadcasts, an anchor can be a spoken

word or a phrase in a radio program, such as the name

of a person, a topic, a place, an event, and so on, while a

target can be additional background information about the

anchor, for example relevant Wikipedia articles, images or

other items in an audiovisual collection. In principle, there

can be a link from an anchor to multiple targets.

There have been investigations about user perspectives

for linking in the text domain [4] and for linking in the

image domain [5]. This has yielded insights in tuning

algorithms for identifying potentially interesting anchors

and searching relevant targets in a given user context.

However, not much work is done yet to understand user

perspectives for linking in the audio domain.

To understand user perspectives it is necessary to know

how users behave when interacting with information envi-

ronments. Earlier studies on understanding user behavior

in the context of information seeking suggest that users

informally explore the information environment, often

with an incoherent state of knowledge and ill-defined in-

formation needs (for an overview, see [6], [7]). Hence, it is

difficult to capture the information needs of users and how
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they semantically associate information. Subsequently, the

problem is how to present linked information to users in

such a way that it would allow them to explore suggested

links efficiently and to enrich their experience. To address

the aforementioned question we conducted a user study to

identify the information elements that users are interested

in (anchors) and what type of additional pointers they

prefer (targets), while listening to a radio program.

For anchor information, we hypothesized that users

have particular interest in the categories person, topic,

place, event, etc. Presumably different users have different

interests, and an investigation of the diversity should

include a study of overlap between selected anchor terms.

When two different users select semantically similar terms

to identify information they are interested in, this implies

100% overlap on anchor term selection between these two

users. For example, an overlap occurs when user A would

hear “US President Barack Obama” in a radio program and

selects the term “Obama” as an anchor while user B would

select “Barack Obama” as anchor term. However, in case

user A would select “Barack Obama” and user B selects

“US President”, it may suggest two different information

interests of user A and user B respectively. Furthermore,

we hypothesized that the most frequently occurring topical

information elements or names in a radio program would

be likely to be regarded as anchor.

For target information, we assumed that user prefer-

ences could be categorised into various types of informa-

tion categories such as background information, related

additional information, etc. Finally, we are interested in

knowing if users had any preferences or expectations

concerning the format types of target elements.

In this paper, we address the following questions:

- for anchor description
1. What type of information do users regard as po-

tential link anchor in radio programs?

2. Do users have similar interests for information

within a radio program? Can we measure the

similarity?

3. Are frequency and timing of certain information

types in a radio program a good predictor for

anchor selection?

- for target description
1. What type of information do users expect as po-

tential link target?

2. What type of format is expected for a link target?

In the following sections we will introduce our study

setup, analysis of results, and discuss our findings.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

The user study was designed to be conducted on-line.

The radio programs used for the study were of short

duration (around 5 minutes each) for practical reasons.

The radio programs were in English and were chosen from

publicly available morning edition collections of national

public radio1(NPR). According to NPR the morning edi-

1http://www.npr.org

tion is the most listened-to radio programs in the US and

covers wide range of topics of interest for listeners across

the country. The programs selected are from the science

and technology category, as those programs cover several

topics which participants could regard as anchors.

A. Participants

A total of 22 people participated in the on-line user

study. The participants were in the age group of 25 to 35

years with varying interests in listening to radio program.

B. Tasks

The participants’ task was to listen to 2 different radio

programs, each of 5 minutes duration on the topic of

science and technology. While listening, if they heard

something in the radio program and wanted to know more

information about it, they were instructed to pause the

audio and fill-up the form to describe what they liked

to know. To fill-up the form, they had to perform the

following steps:

1) Selection of the type of anchor information from

a drop-down menu. We asked the users to select

a type from a set of predefined categories which

are commonly used to classify an entity, namely; i)

person, ii) organization, iii) topic, iv) event, v) object

and vi) location. They also had an option to select

“none of these”.

2) Description of the anchor element in free-text (we

will refer to this user input as anchor description).

3) Description of what they wanted to know about the

selected anchor element (we will refer to this user

input as target description).

4) Selection of the expected target format from a list

of possible formats. We provided a list of formats to

choose from, namely; i) text only, ii) image only, iii)

audio only, iv) text and image, v) text and audio and

vi) audio and video.

We instructed the participants to repeat the task of filling

up the form as many times they heard something of

interest in the program. Once they had completed the form

filling, they were asked a few additional survey questions,

concerning their interests in listening to radio programs,

added-value of semantic linking in radio programs to

explore content, and whether they would follow links

immediately while listening to radio programs.

III. RESULTS

In this following section we describe the results of

our study. First we describe the response to the survey

questions. For interests in listening to radio programs, 9%

of users reported to listen very often, 64% reported to

listen sometimes and the remaining 27% reported to rarely

listen to radio programs. Concerning the added-value of

semantic linking, 73% users responded that semantic links

could help them explore content, while 27% held the

opposite expectation. Concerning the immediate following

of links, 27% responded affirmatively-answer, while 18%

reported not to expect to follow links immediately, and the
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Figure 2. Most frequently selected anchor’s category in radio program.

remaining 55% of users suggested it would depend on the

type of the program.

Next, we describe the results obtained from the user

responses on the properties of anchor description and

target description.

A. Anchor description

We found that 82% users made at least one anchor

suggestion. The remaining users who did not suggest any

anchor responded to post-survey questions that they were

concentrating on listening only. They also responded that

they were either familiar with the information spoken in

the program or they did not have any information needs.

Although they did not say so explicitly, we assume that

the participants who made no suggestions may not have

understood the task properly. An average of 5 anchors

was suggested for 10 minutes of radio program. Among

all the categories, users suggested most of the anchors

in the category person (30%) and topic (54%). Figure 2

shows the distribution of anchor suggestions per category.

Next, we analyzed the overlap for the selection of anchor

terms in the person category. We used Jaccard index [8] to

calculate the overlap on anchor terms selection among the

users. To compute overlap on the selection of anchor terms

between any pair of user, we use the following formula:

Overlapi,j =
|Selectionsi ∩ Selectionsj |
|Selectionsi ∪ Selectionsj | (1)

where Selectionsi and Selectionsj are the anchor terms

selected by users i and j respectively. To compute the

average overlap on the selection of anchor terms over all

the pairs of users for a program we use the following

formula:

AvgOverlap =
1

n(n− 1)

n−1∑

i=1

n∑

j=i+1

Overlapi,j (2)

where n is the total number of users who selected anchors

in the radio programs. We computed the average overlap

on all the selected anchors, regardless of their category

(person, topic, etc.). The value of average overlap (Jac-

card index = 0.39) on anchor selection among the users,

indicates that around 40% overlap exists on anchor terms

selection in radio program. This is a low overlap value,

which may possibly vary with duration and type of radio

program. Additionally, we found no correlation between

frequency of names present in radio programs and their

Figure 3. Frequency of names in radio program and their selection as
anchor.

selection as anchor (see Figure 3). This suggests that

frequency of names is not a good predictor for anchors

selection. Furthermore, the time at which a person’s name

is spoken in the program did not influence the selection

as anchor.

For the topic category, we analyzed the difference

between the top-8 frequently occurring topics in the radio

program and their suggestion as anchors by users. Again,

we found no direct relation (see Figure 4). However, we

noticed that the topics that closely matched the overall

theme of the program were often regarded as anchor by

many users. For example, in Figure 4, topics 1, 2 and 3
closely represented the theme of the program and were

also regarded as anchors by several users.

B. Target description

We mainly focused on the target descriptions for the

person and topic categories, as they were the most fre-

quently chosen categories for anchors. We grouped user

responses on target description according to the type of

information they wanted, namely; i) background infor-

mation - information about the background of a person,

Figure 4. Frequency of top-8 occurring topics in radio program and
their selection as anchor.
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ii) definition - meaning of certain concept or topic, iii)

additional information - more or related information about

the topic, and iv) statistical information - information that

shows values in the form of charts, tables and graphs.

We found that for the person category, all the responses

indicated an interest in background information. For the

topic category, the interests reported were distributed over

definition (26%), additional information (55%) and statis-
tical information (11%).

Next, concerning the target format, we found that 54%

of the users wanted the target information to be presented

as text with image around 31% wanted text only infor-

mation and around 15% preferred information to be in

video format. As we did not find a particular user always

selecting a particular format type, presumably the choice

of a format varied with the type of target element user

expected.

IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this paper we mainly focused on understanding which

information elements in a radio program users regard as

suitable anchors for linking and what they desire as target

information.

For the link anchors, we have found that elements of the

categories person and topic were most frequently selected

as anchors. We also found that the anchor selection varies

with the users’ familiarity with the name of the person

and the topic they heard in the radio program. We found a

low agreement on anchor selection among users. This may

have to do with the varying interests of users on the spoken

content, but it can also depend on how familiar they are

with the topic of a certain element to decide whether to

regard it as an anchor.

We compared the counts of the frequently occurring

names and topics in the program, and the number of

times they were regarded as anchors by users. We did not

find any direct correlation between them. Therefore, we

assume frequency of occurrence is not a good predictor

for anchor selection. Most of the users showed interest in

what is being talked about rather than who is talking in the

program. For example, users did not suggest the name of

the host of the program as a link anchor. Similarly, it was

also evident that the topics which represented the main

theme of the program were regarded as anchors by most

of the users. Concerning the timing, we found that if a

particular name or topic was spoken at different points of

time in the program, this had no effect on users’ decision

for regarding it as anchor. Therefore, we assume timing

of occurrence is also not a good predictor for anchor

selection.

For the link targets, we have found that almost all

users wanted pointers to background information when

the anchor was suggested from the person category. For

anchors from the topic category, users wanted to be

pointed to additional background, definitions and statis-
tical information, depending on the nature of the topic.

Most users preferred target information to be presented in

text with image format while some preferred text only and

a very few preferred video format.

We believe that this study is a small but crucial step to-

wards understanding user perspectives on semantic linking

in radio programs. For practical reasons the user study was

designed for short duration broadcast material, consisting

of specific types of radio programs and with a limited

number of participants. Consequently the findings from

this study have to be interpreted with caution. However,

the insights gained on link anchors and link targets will

enrich the understanding of user perspectives on semantic

linking in the audio domain. Additionally, the study gives

directions for tuning existing anchor selection algorithms

to the domain of audiovisual content linking, in particular

linking from audio programs.
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